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Garmin forerunner 35 manual dansk

manual Thursday, April 13, 2017 GPS Edit Download Garmin Forerunner 35 Manual - Garmin Forerunner 35 is a GPS running watch for beginners and minimalists that measures thanks to Garmin Technology To elevate technology-clock heart rate on the wrist. The integrated fitness
tracker records daily steps, distances, calories, intensity of minutes and sleep. In training, acoustic alarms and interval training features help improve their own performance. Very light running time also convinces with its attractive design and high transport comfort and the possibility of
displaying intelligent notifications. Track your speed and cadence while cycling with these Garmin Forerunner 35 wireless sensors. Increase and measure your weight, body mass index (BMI), body fat percentage, muscle mass and more. Connect the replacement charger cable to the USB
port on your computer to charge 35 and transfer data between the device and the computer. Garmin Forerunner 35 Manual Garmin Forerunner 35 GPS runs with easy operation, high wear comfort and attractive design. 24/7 measuring heart rate on your wrist with Garmin Elevate
technology. Running features like Pace, Distance, Auto Lap, Personal Records and more. Integrated fitness tracker, measure steps, distance, calories, intensity minutes and sleep in everyday life. Training functions with interval training, acoustic alarms and LiveTrack. Sports apps for
running, indoor running, cycling, walking and cardio. Garmin Forerunner 35 connected features: Smart notifications, music control, weather information, Find my phone, upload to Garmin Connect etc. Built-in GPS antenna for fast satellite reception: Track how far, how fast and where you
ran, even in the woods under the trees. No smartphone required. Garmin Elevate heart rate measurement technology on the wrist without a chest strap and throughout the day. Automatic upload to Garmin Connect, Smart Notifications, LiveTrack, Music Control, Find My Phone, and
automatic software updates. It calculates steps, calories, minutes of intensity and reminds you to move. Garmin Forerunner 35 also records your sleep, for later analysis in Garmin Connect. New high-resolution display for perfect readability in indoor or outdoor workouts. Useful vibration
alerts provide clues to trigger messages, fitness tracking goals, smart notifications, and a virtual pacer. Free online fitness community where you can store, track and share your running and fitness data, and share it with family and friends. Thanks to the modern and fashionable design of the
Garmin Forerunner 35, the lightweight watch is a real billboard in everyday life, which is also very comfortable to wear thanks to the smooth strap. Stay in touch with pre-installed sports applications for running, indoor running, cycling, walking and cardio. Compact, easy-to-read tables,
graphics, maps, and more will help you their activities, monitor their progress and achieve their objectives. Important data can be wirelessly uploaded and shared on a Garmin Connect network. Garmin Forerunner 35 Manual Translated Help in this language will be available soon. Your
browser will guide you to help in English in seconds. Click here if your browser won't automatically redirect you. Your browser automatically redirects you to online help. Click here if your browser doesn't automatically redirect you. 1 Forerunner 35 User Guide September _0A 2 All Rights
Reserved. Under copyright law, this manual may not be copied in whole or in part without garmin's written consent. Garmin reserves the right to modify or improve its products and to modify the contents of this guide without being required to herald such changes and improvements to
persons or organizations. Go to and check for current updates and more information about how to use this product. Garmin, the Garmin logo, ANT+, Auto Lap, Auto Pause, Edge, Forerunner, and VIRB are trademarks of Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries registered in the U.S. and other
countries. Garmin Connect, Garmin Express, Garmin Move IQ and Virtual Pacer are trademarks of Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries. These trademarks may not be used without the express permission of Garmin. The American Heart Association is a registered trademark of American Heart
Association, Inc. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Apple and Mac are trademarks of Apple, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Bluetooth's name and logos are owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Advanced Heart Rate Analysis from Firstbeat. Windows and Windows NT are
registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries and are used by Garmin under license. This product may contain a Library (Kiss FFT) licensed by Mark Borgerding under 3. Go to the list of compatible products and apps. M/N: A02990 3 Contents
Introduction... 1 keys... 1 Using the backlight... 1 Charging the device... 1 Training... 1 Run a walk ... 1 Set the running mode... 1 Indoor training... 1 Using running and walking intervals... 2 Virtual Pacer ... 2 Interval training... 2 Create interval training... 2 Start interval training... 2 Stop interval
training... 2 Alarms... 2 Set a repeating alarm... 2 Set heart rate alarms... 2 Use Auto Pause... 3 Marking laps by distance... 3 Activating the round key... 3 Track activity and features... 3 Icons... 3 Automatic target... 3 Activity indicator... 3 high intensity minutes... 3 Sleep detection... 4 Heart
rate monitor functions... 4 you have with you a device and record the heart rate ... 4 View heart rate data... 4 Send heart rate data to Garmin devices... 4 About heart rate zones... 4 Fitness Goals ... 4 Set the maximum heart rate... 4 If you want your device to set the heart rate zone... 4
Smart Features... 5 Bluetooth functions... 5 How to activate the smartphone connection alarm... 5 How to find a lost smartphone ... 5 Turn off Bluetooth... 5 Pairing with smartphone... 5 Sync data with Garmin Connect Mobile... 5 Update software with Garmin Connect Mobile... 5 Phone
messages... 5 Garmin Connection... 5 Using Garmin Connect... 6 Play audio messages during your activity... 6 History... 6 View of history... 6 Clear the run from history... 6 Personal records... 6 View personal records... 6 Delete a personal record... 6 Restore your personal record... 6
Garmin Move IQ Events ... 6 Data management... 6 Deleting files... 6 Unplug the USB cable... 6 Customize your device... 7 Set up user profile... 7 Change the dial... 7 Activity profiles... 7 Change activity profile... 7 View of pace or speed... 7 Customize data fields... 7 Garmin connection
settings... 7 Activity Tracking Options... 7 System settings... 7 Timing... 7 Time zones... 7 Using Do Not Disturb mode... 7 Setting the alarm... 7 To remove the alarm... 7 To change the sound settings of the device... 8 Set the backlight for activities... 8 ANT+ sensors... 8 Pairing ANT+
sensors... 8 Foot sensor... 8 Go for a ride using a foot sensor... 8 Calibrating the foot sensor... 8 Device Information... 8 Specifications... 8 Troubleshooting... 8 Support and updates... 8 How to get more information ... 8 Resetting the device... 8 Restore all default settings... 8 View device
information... 8 Software update... 8 Maximizing battery life... 9 Reception of satellite signals... 9 Improving GPS satellite reception... 9 When to reset my pedometer?... 9 My step count doesn't seem accurate... 9 My high-intensity minutes of lightning... 9 Tips for Irregular Heart Rate Data... 9
Can I use the cardio profile outside?... 9 Appendix... 9 Data Fields... 9 Maintenance of equipment... 9 Cleaning Equipment Calculating Heart Rate Zone Software License Agreement ... 0 BSD licence, 3rd paragraph... 10 Symbol definition index Contents in 4 5 Introductory WARNING See
the Guide to important product and safety information in the product field for product warnings and other important information. Always consult your doctor before starting or changing your training program. Keys 2 Insert the USB cable into the USB port of the computer. 3 Fully charge the
appliance. 4 Press Á Charger. À Â Hold and turn off the device. Select to turn the backlight on and off. Select to select an activity profile. Select to start and stop the timer. Select to select a highlighted menu item. To see more information, select an item. Select to scroll through screenshots,
pages, features, and settings. Hold to open the music control on your smartphone. Training Run for a walk The first fitness activity you record on your device may be running, cycling or any other outdoor activity. The device is partially charged. You may need to charge your device (charging
the device, page 1) before starting the activity. 1 Select and select the external activity profile. 2 Go outside and wait for the device to find satellites. 3 Select to start the timer. 4 Take a ride. A timer is displayed. You can choose to view more data pages. Select to return to the previous
screen. Select to select a new wheel when the wheel button is activated. On the time screen, you can choose whether you want to display a menu. Using the Backlight You can turn on the backlight at any time. NOTE: Alarms and notifications also automatically activate the backlight.
Customize backlight settings during activities (customize the backlight to activities, page 8). Charging the device WARNING This device contains a lithium-ion battery. For product warnings and other important information, see the Product And Safety Guide in the product field. NOTE Wipe
your contacts and surroundings thoroughly before charging or connecting to your computer. Please refer to the cleaning instructions in the Appendix. 1 Set the charging points to the contacts on the back of the device and firmly attach the charging buckle À to the device. 5 When you start,
select whether you want to stop the timer. 6 Select a function: Select Continue to restart the timer. Select Save to save the startup and refresh the timer. You can see an overview of the startup. To &gt; Delete, choose Delete &gt; Yes. Set the running mode 1 Select and select a running
profile. 2 Select options &gt; running mode. 3 Choose a feature: Choose for free for running outdoors or indoors, at your own pace, (Indoor exercise, page 1) without alarms in running mode. NOTE: This is standard running mode. Select Run or Go to set the intervals for running and walking
into the run (Use run and walk intervals, page 2). Select Virtual Pacer to improve your ability to pace (Run with virtual pacer function, page 2). Select Intervals to create interval training based on distance or time (interval training, page 2). 4 Take a ride. Indoor training When exercising, you
can turn off GPS or save battery life. When GPS is switched off, the speed and distance are calculated using the accelerometer in the device. Accelerometer is Introduction 1 6 self-calibration. Speed and distance data accuracy improves after several outdoor GPS races. 1 Select. 2 Select a
function: Select Run Inside or Cardio. Choose Options &gt; &amp; &gt; Indoors. Using Running and Walk NOTE intervals: You must set running/walking intervals before starting the run. You cannot change settings when you start the race timer. 1 Select and select a running profile. NOTE:
Walking pause alerts are only available for running profiles. 2 Choose options &gt; startup mode &gt; Run/Walk. 3 Set the running time for each interval. 4 Set the time for each interval. 5 Go for a ride. A message appears each time the interval is completed. The device also sounds or
vibrates when audio tones are turned on (How to change the sound settings of the device, page 8). After you turn on the run/walk intervals, it is used every time you go to start it until you turn it off or enable a different run mode. Virtual Pacer Virtual Pacer is an educational tool that helps you
improve your performance by encouraging you to run at the pace that you have set. Running with Virtual Pacer NOTE: You must set up the Virtual Pacer function before you start to run it. You cannot change settings when you start the race timer. 1 Select and select a running profile. 2
Choose options &gt; mode &gt; Virtual Pacer. 3 Set the pace. 4 Take a ride. Whenever you get above or below the pace you want, you'll see a message. The device also sounds or vibrates when audio tones are turned on (How to change the sound settings of the device, page 8). When you
turn on Virtual Pacer, it is used every time you start it until you turn it off or enable a different run mode. Interval training You can create interval training based on distance or time. The device saves its own interval training until you create another interval training session. You can use open
intervals to train a track and run a known distance. Creating interval training Interval training is available for profiles of running, cycling or cardio activities. 2 Select Options. NOTE: If you are using a running profile, interval training is a running mode. 3 Select intervals &gt; Edit &gt; Interval. 4
Select Distance, Time, or Open. TIP: By setting the open type, you can create an interval without a fixed end time. When you select, the device detects the interval and moves to the next interval. 5 If necessary, enter a distance or time interval. 6 Select Rest. 7 Select Distance, Time, or
Open. 8 Enter a value for the distance or rest period if the Necessary. 9 Select one or more options: To specify the number of iterations, select Repeat. To add heating without a set workout timeframe, choose Heating &gt; Enable. To add cooling to your workout without a fixed time frame,
choose Cool &gt; Enable. A message appears each time the interval is completed. The device also sounds or vibrates when audio tones are turned on (How to change the sound settings of the device, page 8). Start interval training 2 Select options. NOTE: If you are using a running profile,
interval training is a running mode. 3 Select intervals &gt; start your workout. 4 Select. 5 If the interval training is warmed up, select whether you want to start the first interval. 6 Follow the on-screen instructions. Stopping interval training You can choose at any time whether you want to stop
the interval in advance. You can stop the timer at any time. If you've added a reflection period to your interval training, select end interval training. You can use Alarm clocks to train against a specific time, distance, calories, and heart rate. Setting a repeating alarm When an alarm is
repeated, it appears whenever the device detects a specific value or interval. For example, you can set your device to signal every 30 minutes. 2 Choose options &gt; Alarms. 3 Select Time, Distance, or Calories. 4 Turn on the alarm. 5 Select or enter a value. Each time you reach an alarm
value, you'll see a message. The device also sounds or vibrates when audio tones are turned on (How to change the sound settings of the device, page 8). Setting heart rate alarms You can set your device to send an alarm when the heart rate is above or below the target zone or custom
interval. For example, you can set your device to alert you if your heart rate is less than 150 beats per minute (heart rate per minute). 2 Choose options &gt; Alarms &gt; Pulse Alarm. 3 Select a function: Select a heart rate zone to use the interval from an existing heart rate zone. To
customize the maximum value, choose Custom &gt; High &gt; Enable, and then type a value. To customize the minimum value, choose &gt;, &gt; Allow, and then type a value. 2 Training 7 Whenever you get above or below a set interval or custom value, a message appears. The device
also sounds or vibrates when audio tones are turned on (How to change the sound settings of the device, page 8). Using Auto Pause You can use auto pause to automatically pause the timer if you stop moving. This feature is useful if there are traffic lights or other places where you need to
stop. NOTE: History is not recorded until the timer timer stopped or suspended. 2 Choose options &gt; auto pause &gt; Allow. Auto Pause will remain enabled for the selected activity profile until you turn it off. Distance marking Auto Lap you can use to automatically mark a lap at a certain
distance. This feature is useful if you want to compare your performance in different parts of the run (for example, every 1 km or 1 mile). 2 Choose options &gt; laps &gt; Auto Lap &gt; Enable. 3 If necessary, select a distance. Each time the round is completed, you will see a message with
the time of that round. The device also sounds or vibrates when audio tones are turned on (How to change the sound settings of the device, page 8). Auto Lap will remain enabled for the selected activity profile until you turn it off. You may want to customize the screen to see additional



round data. Activating the round key You can customize it to act as a round key during time handle activities. 2 Choose options &gt; laps &gt; lap key. The wheel key remains enabled for the selected activity profile until you turn off the round key. Track activity and features You can choose
to view your heart rate, day steps, and other screenshots. Some features require Bluetooth to be connected to a compatible smartphone. Time: Displays the current time and date. The time and date are automatically set when the device receives satellite signals and when you synchronize
the device with your smartphone. The activity indicator shows the inactivity time. Heart rate: Displays the current heart rate in the heart rate per minute (bpm) and the average resting heart rate during the day. Notifications: Based on smartphone notification settings, it notifies you of
smartphone notifications, including calls, text messages, and updates from social .m. Activity Tracking: Tracks your daily steps, progress toward your goal, and distance travelled. The device learns and proposes a new measure of the number of steps for each day. You can customize your
goals in your Garmin Connect account. Calories: Shows the total number of calories burned for the current day in both activity and rest. Minutes of intensity: Records the time you've spent participating in moderate to high intensity activities, the weekly goal of high-intensity minutes, and your
progress toward your goal. Last Activity: Provides a quick overview of the last recorded activity. Weather: Displays the current temperature and weather forecast. Icons Represent different device features. Some features require a paired smartphone. Your current heart rate in heart rate per
minute (bpm) and average resting heart rate during the day. A flashing icon indicates that the device will retrieve heart rate data. An icon that lights up without means that the device is in the process of measuring heart rate. Messages received from a paired smartphone. The total number of
steps per day, your goal for the day and your progress towards the goal. Distance travelled in kilometres or miles. The total number of calories burned on a normal day, both in activity and at rest. Time you've spent participating in moderate to high intensity activities, aiming for high-intensity
weekly minutes, and making your progress toward your goal. Current temperature and weather forecast from the paired smartphone. Automatic Goal The device automatically creates a daily step rate based on previous activity levels. During the day, the device shows your progress towards
today's goal À. If you choose not to use auto-targeting, you can set a personal step rate for your Garmin Connect account. Activity indicator If you sit down for a long time, this can cause unwanted changes in metabolism. The activity indicator reminds you to keep moving. After one hour of
inactivity, the activity indicator À. Multiple segments of Á appear every time 15 minutes of inactivity. You can refresh the activity indicator for a short distance. High-intensity minutes to improve health, organizations such as the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the American
Heart Association, and the World Health Organization (WHO) recommend at least 150 minutes of exercise 3 to 8 activities a week with moderate intensity, such as fresh walking, or 75 minutes a week of high-intensity activity such as running. Your device monitors the intensity of your activity
and records the time you spend on medium to high intensity activities (heart rate data is required to calculate high intensity). You can work on your weekly high-intensity minutes goal by completing at least 10 minutes of moderate to high intensity activity. The device adds the number of
minutes of moderate activity along with the number of minutes of intense activity. The total number of high-intensity minutes is doubled when numbers are aggregated. The minute of intensity accumulated by the forerunner device calculates the intensity of the minutes by comparing your
heart rate data during activity with your average resting heart rate. If heart rate is off, the device calculates minutes of medium intensity by analyzing the number of steps per minute. Start timed activities to get the most accurate calculation of intensity minutes. Train for at least 10
consecutive minutes of medium or high intensity. Sleep Detection The device monitors your movements while you sleep. Sleep statistics include total sleep hours, sleep levels, and sleep movement. You can set the normal sleep time settings in your Garmin Connect account. You can view
sleep statistics in your Garmin Connect account. The Forerunner 35 heart rate monitor features a wrist heart rate monitor and is compatible with ANT+ heart rate monitors. To use the features described in this section, you must have a heart rate monitor. How to wear the device and detect
the pulse of the Berry Forerunner device through the wrist bone. NOTE: The appliance should be comfortable and comfortable so that it does not move during running or exercise. NOTE: The heart rate sensor is located on the back of the device. For more information about the wrist-based
heart rate monitor, see troubleshooting tips ( (Troubleshooting, page 8)). Display heart rate data The heart rate screen shows the current heart rate per minute (bpm) and the average resting heart rate over the last 7 days. 1 On the time page, select. 2 Select to display the average resting
heart rate in the last 4 hours. Send heart rate data to Garmin Devices You can send heart rate data from your Forerunner and view it on paired Garmin devices. For example, you can send heart rate data to your Edge while riding your bike or virb action camera. NOTE: Sending heart rate
data reduces battery life. 1 Select to display the heart rate screen. 2 Double-select Send heart rate data. Your Forerunner starts sending heart rate data and appears. NOTE: The heart rate monitor is displayed only during the transmission of heart rate data. 4 Pair your Forerunner with a
Garmin ANT+ compatible device. NOTE: Pairing instructions vary for each Garmin-compatible device. Refer to the user guide. TIP: Stop transferring heart rate data by pressing any key and selecting Yes. About heart rate zones Many athletes use heart rate zones to measure and increase
the strength of their cardiovascular system and improve their fitness. The heart rate zone is given by the heart rate interval per minute. The five commonly accepted heart rate zones are numbered 1-5 in relation to increased intensity. In general, heart rate zones are calculated on the basis
of the percentages of the maximum heart rate. Fitness Goals Knowing Your Heart Rate Zone Can Help You Measure and Improve Fitness Understanding and Applying These Principles. Heart rate is a good indicator of the intensity of training. Training in specific heart rate zones can help
improve the capacity and strength of the cardiovascular system. Knowing your heart rate zone can prevent overtrained and reduce the risk of injury. If you know the maximum heart rate, you can table (Calculation of heart rate zone, page 10) to determine the heart rate zone that best suits
your fitness goals. If you don't know the maximum heart rate, you can use one of the calculation tools available on the Internet. Some gyms and other gyms have a test to measure the maximum heart rate. The default maximum heart rate is 220 minus your age. Setting the maximum heart
rate The device uses profile information from the first setting to set the maximum heart rate and default heart rate zones. The default maximum heart rate is 220 minus your age. To get the most accurate calorie data during an activity, set the maximum heart rate (if you know it). 1 Choose
&gt; &gt; maximum heart rate &gt; settings &gt;. 2 Set the maximum heart rate. If you want your device to set heart rate zones Default settings allow the device to record the maximum heart rate and set heart rate zones as a percentage of the maximum heart rate. Make sure that the user
profile settings are correct (User Profile Settings, page 7). It often runs with a wrist-based heart rate monitor or chest-band heart rate monitor. Try several heart rate training plans available in your Garmin Connect account. 4 Heart rate monitor features 9 Display heart rate curves and time in
Garmin Connect account zones. Smart Bluetooth Connected features Forerunner device has several Bluetooth associated features to a compatible smartphone or mobile device using the Garmin Connect Mobile app. For more information, see LiveTrack: Let friends and family track your
running and training activities in real time. You can invite followers using or social media to view your live data on the Garmin Connect registration page. Upload an activity: Automatically sends your activity to Garmin Connect Mobile as soon as activity recording is complete. Interact with
social media: When you upload an activity to Garmin Connect Mobile, you can automatically send an update to your favorite social media site. Notifications: Your Forerunner displays phone notifications and notifications. How to activate a smartphone connection alarm You can set the
Forerunner device to alert you when the paired smartphone is connected and disconnected using Bluetooth wireless technology. Choose &gt; &gt; settings &gt; &gt; Bluetooth &gt;. How to find a lost smartphone With this feature you can find a lost mobile device that is paired using
Bluetooth wireless technology and which is within range of this. 1 Choose &gt; Find My Phone. Forerunner will start searching for your mobile device. Pillars appear on the screen of a device's predecessor similar in signal strength to Bluetooth, and your mobile device emits an audible
signal. 2 Select to stop the search. Turn off Bluetooth on your Forerunner device, choose &gt; Settings &gt; Bluetooth &gt; Off. To turn off Bluetooth wireless technology, refer to your smartphone's user guide. Pairing with your smartphone Your device should be paired directly via the
Garmin Connect mobile app instead of the Bluetooth settings on the smartphone. You can pair your Forerunner device with your smartphone with your bluetooth menu. 1 From the app store on your phone, you can install and open the Garmin Connect mobile app. Go to where more pairing
and setup information is available. 2 Follow the on-screen instructions to create an account with your address and link your Forerunner device to your account. 3 On your Forerunner device, choose &gt; Settings &gt; Bluetooth Smartphone &gt; Pairs. When the pairing is complete, a
message appears and the device automatically syncs with your smartphone. Sync data with Garmin Connect Mobile Your device automatically syncs with the Garmin Connect Mobile app at regular intervals. You can also manually sync data at any time. 1 Place the device within 3 m (10
feet) of the smartphone. 2 Choose &gt; Sync. 3 View current data in the Garmin Connect mobile app. Update the software using the Garmin Connect Mobile app Before you can update your device software using Garmin Connect Mobile, you must have a Garmin Connect account and pair
your device with a compatible smartphone (pairing with your smartphone, page 5). 1 Sync your device with garmin connect mobile (data synchronization with Garmin Connect Mobile app, page 5). When new software is available, Garmin Connect Mobile automatically sends an update to
your device. 2 Follow the on-screen instructions. Phone notifications Phone notifications require you to pair a compatible smartphone with your Forerunner device. When your phone receives messages, it sends messages to your device. Turn on notifications 1 Choose &gt; settings &gt;
Bluetooth &gt; Smart notifications. 2 Choose During &gt; Alarms. NOTE: During an activity, this means that you will record a timed activity. 3 Select From, Show calls only, or Show All. 4 Under &gt; Alarms, select No. NOTE: Not during an activity means normal use of the clock. 5 Select Off,
Show calls only, or Show All. NOTE: You can change the sounds of messages. Message management With a compatible smartphone, you can manage the messages that appear on your Forerunner device. Select a feature: If you're using an Apple device, use the settings in the
smartphone notification center to select the items you want to appear on your device. If you're using an Android device, use the app settings in the Garmin Connect Mobile app to select the items you want to see on your device. Turn off notifications Choose &gt; Settings &gt; Bluetooth &gt;
Smart Notifications &gt; Off. Garmin Connect You can connect to your friends in your Garmin Connect account. Garmin Connect provides you with tools to track, analyze, share, and encourage. Record events from your active lifestyle, including running, walking, tourism, etc. Create a free
account to Save Save Once you've finished and saved your time activity with your device, you can upload the activity to your Garmin Connect account and keep it for as long as you want. Data analysis: You can see more detailed information about your activity, including time, distance,
heart rate, calories burned, cadence, top-up map, quick and speed charts, and custom reports. Smart features 5 10 Select Logs to see your personal record time and distance over different distances. Remove a run from your HISTORY NOTE: When you delete a startup or activity from your
device history, it's not deleted from your Garmin Connect account. 1 Choose &gt; History &gt; Activities. 2 Select an activity. 3 Choose &gt; Delete &gt; Yes. Track your progress: you can follow your daily steps, take part in a friendly competition with your friends and meet your goals. Share
your activities: You can connect with friends to track each other's activities, and you can send links to your activities on your favorite social networks. Manage settings: You can customize your device and user settings in your Garmin Connect account. Using Garmin Connect 1 Connect your
device to your computer with a USB cable. 2 Go to 3 Follow the on-screen instructions. Sync data to your computer You should periodically synchronize your data to track progress in Garmin Connect. 1 Connect the device to your computer with a USB cable. Garmin Express syncs your
data. 2 View current data in Garmin Connect. Play audio messages during an activity Pair your Garmin Connect Mobile smartphone with your Forerunner before setting up your message. You can set the Garmin Connect Mobile app to play motivational status messages on your
smartphone while you're starting or engaging in another activity. Audio messages contain information about the number of laps and the time, pace or speed, as well as ANT+ sensor data. During a Garmin Connect audio message, the Mobile app mutes the primary sound from the
smartphone to play the message. You can adjust the volume in the Garmin Connect Mobile app. 1 In garmin connect mobile settings, select Garmin devices. 2 Choose your device. 3 Choose activity options &gt; audio alerts. You can view the history of the last seven activities with a
schedule and seven days of activity registration data at Forerunner. You can upload and view an unlimited number of running sessions and activity tracking data in Garmin Connect. When the device memory is full, the oldest data is overwrited. NOTE: History is not recorded while the timer
is stopped or paused. View history 1 Choose &gt; History. 2 Select a function: Select Activities for for more information on the activity. Personal records When startup is complete, your device will show any new personal records that you set up at this startup. Personal records include the
fastest time for several typical distances, as well as the longest runs. View personal records 1 Choose &gt; history &gt; records. 2 Select a sport. 3 Select to view your personal records. Delete a personal record 1 Choose &gt; History &gt; Records. 2 Choose a sport. 3 Select a record. 4
Select an option, such as Clear Longest Startup &gt; Yes. NOTE: This does not delete the saved activities. Restore a personal record You can set each personal record back to a previously recorded record. 1 Choose &gt; history &gt; records. 2 Choose a sport. 3 Select a record. 4 Choose
Use Previous &gt; Use Record. NOTE: This does not delete the saved activities. Garmin Move IQ Events Function Move IQ automatically detects activity patterns, such as walking, running, cycling, swimming or stair training, for at least 10 minutes. You can view the type and duration of an
event on the Garmin Connect timeline, but this information won't appear in your list of activities, slides, or newsfeeds. Get more detail and accuracy by recording your device's time activity. Data management note: The device is not compatible with Windows 95, 98, Me, Windows NT, and
Mac OS 10.3 and earlier. Delete files NOTE If you don't know what the file is for, don't delete it. The memory on your device contains important system files that can't be deleted. 1 Open the Garmin drive or disc. 2 If necessary, open the folder or volume. 3 Select a file. 4 Press delete on the
keyboard. Disconnecting the USB cable If the device is connected to your computer as a removable drive, securely disconnect the device from your computer to prevent data loss. If your device is connected to a Windows 6 History 11 PC as a portable device, you don't need to unplug it
safely. 1 Complete the action: On Windows P Computers, on the taskbar, select Safely remove hardware and select a device. For Mac computers, drag the disc icon to the Recycle Bin. 2 Unplug the cable. Customize your device User Profile Settings You can update gender, year of birth,
height, weight, and maximum heart rate settings (Maximum heart rate setting, page 4). The device uses this information to calculate accurate training data. 1 Choose &gt; user profile &gt; settings. 2 Select a function. Changing the watch face You can use a digital or analog dial. Choose
&gt; settings &gt; dialing. Activity profiles Activity profiles are a collection of settings that optimize your device based on how you use it. For example, settings and screenshots vary depending on whether you're using a device to run or ride a bike. When you use a profile and change settings
such as data fields or alarms, your changes are automatically saved as part of your profile. Change the activity profile Your device has default activity profiles. You can edit each saved profile. Select and select an activity profile. Display pace or speed You can change the type of information
that appears in the speed or speed data field. 2 Choose options &gt; Pace/Speed. 3 Select a function. Customize data fields You can customize data fields based on training goals or optional accessories. For example, you can customize data fields to show you the pace of the wheels and
the heart rate zone. 2 Choose options &gt; data fields. 3 Select a page. 4 Select the data field you want to edit. Garmin Device Settings and user settings can be customized in your Garmin Connect account. From the settings menu in the Garmin Connect Mobile app, select Garmin Devices
and select your device. In the device widget in Garmin Connect, select Device Settings. After you've customized your settings, you can sync your data and apply changes to your device (syncing your data with the Garmin Connect mobile app, page 5). Activity Tracking Options Choose &gt;
Activity Tracking &gt;. Off: Disables activity detection. Activity alert: Displays the message and activity indicator on the digital dial and step screen. The device also sounds or vibrates when audio tones are turned on (How to change the sound settings of the device, page 8). Target Alarm:
Allows you to activate and disable alarms on targets during time activity. System Settings Choose &gt; System &gt; Settings. Language: Sets the language that appears on your device. Time: Adjusts the time settings (Timing, page 7). Sounds: Sets device sounds, such as key tones and
alarms (How to change device audio settings, page 8). Backlight during an activity: Adjusts the backlight settings during an activity (Adjust the backlight to activities, page 8). Drives: Sets the units of measure used on the device. Software update: Allows you to install software updates
downloaded using Garmin Express or the Garmin Connect mobile app (Software Update, page 8). Reset to defaults: Clear user data and activity history (Restore all default settings, page 8). Subject: Displays information about the device, software, and regulatory information (view device
information, page 8). Timings Choose &gt; System &gt; Settings. Time format: time in 12-hour or 24-hour format. Set time: Allows you to set the time manually or automatically based on paired mobile devices or gpsposition. Time zones Each time you turn on your device and receive satellite
signals or sync with your smartphone, the device automatically detects the time zone and the current time. You can use Do Not Disturb mode to turn off the tones, vibrations, and backlights of alarms and notifications. For example, you can use this mode while you sleep or watch a movie.
NOTE: The device automatically switches to Will Not Interfere during your normal sleep time. You can set the normal sleep time in your Garmin Connect account user settings. &gt; Do Not Disturb &gt; Allow. TIP: To exit Do Not Disturb mode, &gt; Do Not Disturb &gt; Off. Set alarm 1 Choose
&gt; Alarm &gt; Add new. 2 Select Time and enter a time. 3 Select Sounds and select a function. 4 Select Repeat and select a function. Remove alarm 1 Choose &gt; Alarm. 2 Select the alarm. Customize your device 7 12 3 Choose Remove &gt; Yes. Change device audio settings Device
sounds include button tones, alarm tones, and vibrations. Choose &gt; System &gt; &gt; Sounds &gt;. Customize the backlight for backlight settings activities during time activities. 1 Under &gt; choose settings &gt; &gt; System &gt;. 2 Select a feature: Select Auto to automatically turn on the
backlight of alarms, notifications, and keystrokes. NOTE: The backlight turns off automatically. To turn on the backlight manually, select Stay on. ANT+ sensors Your device can be used with ANT+ wireless sensors. For more information about compatibility and other sensors, pair ANT+
Pairing wireless ANT+ sensors, such as connecting a heart rate monitor to a Garmin device. The first time you connect an ANT+ sensor to the device, pair the device and sensor. After the initial pairing, the device automatically connects to the sensor when the activity starts, and the sensor
is active and within range. 2 Install the sensor or install a heart rate monitor. 3 Move the device within 1 cm of the sensor and wait for the device to connect to the sensor. When the sensor detects the device, a message appears. You can customize the data field to display sensor data. 4 If
necessary, choose &gt; settings &gt; sensors to manage ANT+ sensors. Foot sensor Your device is compatible with the foot sensor. You can use the foot sensor to track pace and distance instead of using GPS when training indoors or with a weak GPS signal. The foot sensor is ready to
send data (such as a heart rate monitor). After 30 minutes of inactivity, the foot sensor turns off to conserve battery power. If the battery level is low, you'll see a message on your device. There's about five hours of battery life left. Driving with a foot sensor Pair the foot sensor with the
Forerunner (Pairing ANT+ Sensors, page 8) before starting. You can run indoors and use a foot sensor to record pace, distance and cadence. You can also run outdoors and use a foot sensor to record cadence data with gpstempo and distance. 1 Install the foot sensor in accordance with
the accessory instructions. 2 Select the Start Internal Activity profile. 3 Take a ride. Calibrating the foot sensor The foot sensor is self-calibrated. Speed and distance data accuracy improves after several outdoor GPS races. Specifications Battery type Battery life Operating temperature
range Radio frequency/protocol Water resistance class Device information Rechargeable, built-in lithium-ion battery Up to 9 days in watch mode, including smart notifications, notifications, activity detection and wrist heart rate monitor Up to 13 hours for GPS training mode from -20° to 50ºC
(from -4° to 122ºF) From 0 to 45ºC (from 32 to 113ºF ) 2.4 GHz ANT+ Wireless Communication Protocol Bluetooth Smart Wireless Technology Swimming, 5 ATM* *The device withstands a pressure equal to 50 m. For more information, see Garmin Express support and troubleshooting
updates (provides quick access to these services for Garmin devices. Product Registration User Manual Software updates Data will be uploaded to Garmin Connect How to get more information Go to the road or contact your garmin dealer for information about optional accessories and
spare parts. Resetting your device If your device stops responding, you might need to reset it. NOTE: Deleting a device can delete your data or settings. 1 Wait 15 seconds. The device will turn off. 2 To switch on the device, hold it for one second. Reset all default settings NOTE: This will
delete all user-specified information and history. You can reset all settings to factory settings. Choose &gt; settings &gt; &gt; system &gt; &gt; Yes. View device information Device ID, software information, and regulatory information. 1 Choose &gt; system &gt;. 2 Select. Update the software
Before you can update your device software, you must have a Garmin Connect account and download the Garmin Express app. 1 Connect the device to your computer with a USB cable. When new software is available, Garmin Express sends it to your device. Sensors 8 ANT+ 13 2 Follow
the on-screen instructions. 3 Do not remove the device from the while Garmin Express downloads the software. TIP: If you're having trouble updating your software using Garmin Express, you can transfer your activity history to Garmin Connect and delete your activity history from your
device. This should provide enough memory for the update. Maximize battery life Turn off smart notifications (Disable notifications, page 5). Turn off Bluetooth wireless mode (Turn off Bluetooth, page 5). Disable Activity Detection (Activity Tracking Options, page 7). Stop sending heart rate
data to paired Garmin devices (Send heart rate data to Garmin devices, page 4). Turn off heart rate monitoring on your wrist (Garmin connection settings, page 7). NOTE: Wrist-based heart rate measurement is used to calculate high-intensity minutes and calories burned. Receiving satellite
signals The device may need a clear view of the sky to capture satellite signals. The time and date are automatically set based on the GPS location. 1 Go out in an open space. The front of the device should be directed towards the sky. 2 Wait for the device to find satellite signals. It may
take several seconds to find satellite signals. Improve gps satellite reception Synchronization of the device with a Garmin Connect account: Connect the device to your computer using the included USBcable and Garmin Express program. Sync your Device with the Garmin Connect Mobile
app with a Bluetooth enabled smartphone. When you connect to your Garmin Connect account, your device downloads several days of satellite data to quickly find satellite signals. Take your unit out into an open space away from tall buildings and trees. Stop for a few minutes. When is my
pedometer reset? The daily number of steps is renewed at midnight each day. My step count doesn't seem accurate If your step count doesn't seem accurate, you can try these tips. Wear the device on an impermissive wrist. Carry the appliance in your pocket only when using your hands or
arms actively. NOTE: The device may interpret some repetitive exercises, such as clapping hands or brushing teeth, as steps. My high-intensity minutes flash, when you train with the intensity that lies within your high-intensity goals, the minutes flash with high intensity. Train for at least 10
consecutive minutes of medium or high intensity. Tips for irregular heart rate data If your heart rate data is irregular or doesn't appear, try the following tips. Wash and dry your hand before attaching the appliance. Avoid wearing sunscreen, cream and insect repellents under the appliance.
Do not scratch the heart rate sensor on the back of the device. Carry the device through the wrist bone. The unit should be cozy and comfortable. Wait until the icon is constantly you start your activity. Warm up for 5 to 10 minutes and get a heart rate reading before starting your activity.
NOTE: If it's cold outside, you can warm up indoors. Rinse the appliance with clean water after each training session. Can I use the cardio profile outside? You can activate GPS and use the cardio profile for outdoor activities. 1 Choose &gt; Cardio &gt; Options &gt; Outdoor Use. 2 Go
outside and wait for the device to find satellites. 3 Select to start the timer. GPS will remain enabled for the selected activity profile until you turn it off. Plug-in data fields Some data fields require ANT+ accessories to view data. Distance: Distance travelled for the current track or activity.
Speed: Current driving speed. Average speed: Average speed of current activity. Average pace: Average pace of current activity. Cadence: Cycling. Number of revolutions of the pedal arms. If this data is to be displayed, the device must be connected to a cadence sensor (accessory).
Cadence: Running. Number of steps per minute (right and left). Calories: Total calories burned. Lap time: Stopwatch time for the current round. Lap distance: Distance travelled for the current lap. Lap speed: Average speed of the current lap. Pace round: Average pace of the current round.
Heart rate: Your heart rate in heart rate per minute (bpm). Heart rate zone: Current heart rate interval (1 to 5). The default zones are based on your user profile and maximum heart rate (220 minus your age). Pace: Current pace. Time: Stopwatch time for the current activity. Maintenance of
the appliance NOTE Avoid hard impacts and cumbersome treatment as this may shorten the life of the product. Do not press the keys underwater. Appendix 9 14 Do not use a sharp object to remove the battery. Avoid chemical detergents, solvents and insect repellents that could damage
plastic components and coating. Clean the appliance thoroughly with clean water after exposure to chlorine, salt water, sunscreen, make-up, alcohol or other chemicals. Prolonged exposure to these substances may damage the housing. Do not store the device in places where it may be
exposed to extreme temperatures for a long time as this may lead to permanent damage. Do not remove straps. Cleaning the appliance NOTE Even a small amount of sweat or moisture may corrode electrical contacts when connected to a charger. Corrosion can prevent charging and data
transmission. 1 Clean the appliance with a cloth moistened with a mild detergent solution. 2 Wipe it off. After cleaning, allow the appliance to dry completely. TIP: For more information visit/fitandcare. IMPLIED GUARANTEE OF MARKETABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS ARE UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE PURCHASE OF REPLACEMENT
GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS; OR INTERRUPTION) FOR ANY REASON AND ACCORDING TO ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN THE CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY AS A RESULT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF THEY HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. Symbol definitions These symbols may appear on labels on the device or accessories. OEE symbol for disposal and recycling. The OEE
symbol is indicated on the product in accordance with EU Directive 2012/19/EU on the disposal of electrical and electronic equipment (OEE - waste electrical and electronic equipment). The aim is to prevent improper disposal of the product and to encourage recycling. Calculation of heart
rate zone Zone % maximum heart rate Perceived effort Benefits % Relaxed, comfortable pace; rhythmic breath % Pleasant pace; slightly deeper breathing, it is possible to say % Moderate pace; harder to talk % Fast pace and slightly unpleasant; forced breathing % Sprintertempo, can not
be maintained for a long time; difficulty breathing Aerobic training at the level of beginners; reduces stress basic training circuits; heart rate again rapidly decreases Improved aerobic capacity; optimal circuit training Improved anaerobic capacity and threshold; improved rate of anaerobic and
muscular endurance; increased power of BSD license, 3rd paragraph Copyright , Mark Borgerding All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary form, with or without modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions are met: redistribution of source code
includes the above copyright notice, this list of terms and subsequent disclaimers. Redistribution in binary form reproduces the above copyright notice, this list of terms and subsequent disclaimers in the documentation and/or other materials accompanying the distribution. Neither the author
nor the names of contributors may be used to promote or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written consent. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS THEY ARE AND DISCLAIMS ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO APPENDIX 10
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